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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks have the potential for

tremendous societal benefit by enabling new science,
better engineering, improved productivity, and en-
hanced security. Research in this area has progressed
dramatically in the past decade. The hardware, par-
ticularly radio technology, is improving rapidly, lead-
ing to cheaper, faster, smaller, and longer-lasting
nodes. Many systems challenges, such robust mul-
tihop routing, effective power management, precise
time synchronization, and efficient in-network query
processing, have been tackled and several complete
applications, in which all these components have
been integrated into a coherent system, have been
deployed and demonstrated, including some at rela-
tively large scale [9, 3].

But the situation in sensornets, while promising,
also has problems. The literature presents an al-
phabet soup of protocols and subsystems that make
widely differing assumptions about the rest of the
system and how its parts should interact. The extent
to which these components can be combined to build
usable systems is quite limited. In order to produce
running systems, various research groups have pro-
duced “vertically integrated” designs in which their
own set of components are specifically designed to
work together, but are unable to interoperate with
components from other groups. This greatly reduces
the synergy between research efforts, and has im-
peded progress in the field.

It is the central tenet of this paper that the pri-
mary factor currently limiting progress in sensornets
is not any specific technical challenge (though many
remain, and deserve much further study) but is in-
stead the lack of an overall sensor network architec-
ture. Such an architecture would identify the essen-
tial components and their conceptual relationships
so that it would become possible to compose compo-
nents in a manner that transcends particular genera-
tions of technology, allows innovation, and promotes
interoperability.
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2. THE NATURE OF AN ARCHITECTURE
One goal of an architecture is to allow compo-

nents developed for one system to be used in many
other systems, especially those from other develop-
ers. However, the need to build composable com-
ponents is hardly unique to sensornets; it is a stan-
dard challenge in building large software systems.
The challenge in sensor networks is that applications
are meaningfully distributed over a large number of
relatively constrained nodes that are embedded in
physical space. The application dictates the sen-
sor modalities and sample rates, the real-time pro-
cessing and storage of this data, and the informa-
tion exchange protocols among collections of nodes.
Thus, the traditional divisions of application, oper-
ating system, and network have been relaxed.

This relaxation has led to re-examination [5] of
the issues of scheduling, power-control, and infor-
mation flow that cut across the traditional bound-
aries. Cutting across boundaries, however, easily
leads to monolithic solutions or to subsystem com-
ponents with arbitrary interface assumptions. For
future work to be able to build on prior efforts, We
need to re-establish a meaningful separation of con-
cerns.

An architecture is a set of principles that guide
where functionality should be implemented along
with a set of interfaces, functional components, pro-
tocols, and physical hardware that (roughly) follows
those guidelines. For instance, the Internet architec-
ture demonstrated how a properly chosen set of guid-
ing principles can shape the evolution of a complex
system over vast changes in technology, scale, and
usage [2]. The philosophy of designing for hetero-
geneity, change and uncertainty was a radical shift
from classical systems design, which more tradition-
ally seeks a near optimal assembly of near optimal
parts. Faced with integrating several existing net-
works with widely varying characteristics, the end-
to-end principle and focus on interoperability led to
a design that has successfully coped with unprece-
dented scale, incorporated a vast array of new under-
lying technologies, and supported a dizzying variety
of applications. However, it was not free of costs;



the use of rigid layering sacrificed efficiency in vari-
ous regards in return for increased interoperability.

The power of the Internet is revealed not so much
in the elegance or efficiency of its individual compo-
nents, but in the overall ability to encompass tremen-
dous growth in scale and in diversity as usage and
technology rapidly evolved. This is our goal for de-
veloping an architecture for sensornets. We must
be extremely mindful of any loss of efficiency for
particular tasks as we seek to greatly enhance the
interoperability between components and ability to
advance.

3. THE NARROW WAIST
A complete sensornet architecture will need to ad-

dress a family of specific issues, such as discovery,
topology management, naming, routing and so on,
but the over-riding question is whether there is “nar-
row waist” — a unifying abstraction that permits a
wide variety of uses above and a range of implemen-
tations below. At what level should it occur and
what should it express? By requiring all network
technologies to support IP, and all applications to
run on top of IP, the Internet could accommodate,
even encourage, a vast degree of heterogeneity and
diversity in both applications and underlying tech-
nologies.1 We have an analogous goal for sensornets;
in both the application and device arenas we are in
the midst of extremely rapid developments. Sensor-
nets will only flourish if we can identify a narrow
waist in the architecture that will allow device and
protocol developments to proceed apace, while per-
mitting significant optimization.

We claim that sensor networks can also have a nar-
row waist – the Sensor-net Protocol (SP) – and that
it should be a best-effort single-hop broadcast with a
rich enough interface to allow multiple network layer
components above to optimize for a range of po-
tential link layers below in a hardware-independent
fashion.2 It is not only the resource limitations of
sensornets that cause the SP to be closer in na-
1It is straightforward to incorporate sensornets as edge
networks of the Internet with gateway nodes providing
a bridge. IPv6 addressing makes this considerably eas-
ier. In the vast majority of cases, the gateway will also
serve as a proxy, so TCP connections would rarely ter-
minate at the actual sensor node. In the proxy case, it
is also natural for collections of nodes to appear as a
virtual Internet host. The most challenging question is
the architecture within the sensornet. This is more than
just another subnet, because distributed applications are
spread over the many nodes in a manner dependent on
its physical embedment.
2While IEEE 802.2 provides a link interface to a variety
of links, higher layers must know what physical layer is
below and access the specific physical layer through a
standardized set of calls.

ture to the data link layer than the network layer
at which IP resides. Applications differ dramati-
cally in their communication patterns and are in-
timately tied to their associated network protocols.
They generally do not require and often do not ben-
efit from a common, universally routable address-
ing scheme. Instead, a single, simple interface needs
be able to efficiently implement a range of routing
protocols independently of the underlying link layer,
and to facilitate in-network processing and collective
communication, as well as point-to-point transport.
Moving the point of universal abstraction downward
presents new issues that we do not typically concern
ourselves about in the Internet architecture. It also
requires a careful design of the layers above SP to
provide a reasonably general platform on which to
build various sensor network applications efficiently.
If SP is to be a unifying abstraction with a common
format and semantics across many physical layers,
how functionality divides across the packet bound-
ary is a key question.

We believe that the interface needs to be more ex-
pressive than current data link interfaces for higher
level control, yet have decomposable functionality
below for greater flexibility. To support the net-
work protocols found in the sensornet literature, the
mechanisms which a sender should be able to con-
trol including generation of link level acknowledg-
ments, performance of initial and collision-avoidance
backoffs, post-media arbitration timestamping, de-
gree of FEC, retransmission and power management
(cf. [11]). In addition to providing such control points,
SP should expose costs (e.g., energy, delay, storage,
bandwidth consumption) up to higher layers so pro-
tocols can optimize their behavior and how they ex-
ercise the available control.

For example, in addition to the traditional ques-
tion of whether fragmentation occurs below or above
the basic communication interface, when designing
SP we must consider where protocol exchanges to
reduce hidden terminals and improve fairness, such
as RTS/CTS, belong. Exposing control of the un-
derlying mechanisms allows middle layers to provide
the additional functionality when it is needed at per-
formance that is competitive to (or even exceeding)
the general solution [11]. Simple defaults allow easy
composition and use in basic operation.

Allowing multiple network protocols to share con-
trol over an underlying link layer raises concern as
to how these protocols work together and cooper-
ate. This is just the kind of investigation that the
existence of SP would promote. We suggest that
this question is tractable and very interesting in sen-
sornets because they typically host a small number
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Figure 1: Sensor Network Functional Layer
Decomposition

of widely distributed applications. In the Internet,
Such control is problematic because the infrastruc-
ture is shared by arbitrary applications anywhere
in the world. The classic operating systems bound-
ary must address an arbitrary mix of complex ap-
plications. The application specific nature of sen-
sornets is more conducive to cross-layer and cross-
application customization.

In addition to an address-free broadcast, SP also
has a directed send operation. The exact form this
addressing scheme takes directed communication is
an open research question. In the opposite direction
of data flow, reception should provide an upward
path for additional metadata and physical informa-
tion, such as time of arrival, signal strength, and
source. Additionally, reception demultiplexes pack-
ets across multiple network services and protocols.

4. FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
The functional components of a sensornet archi-

tecture develop around the SP abstraction. Here we
briefly explore ramifications of SP design choices on
these other aspects of the architecture. We illustrate
how functionality divides among the various layers
and investigate two tests of the architecture. First,
we examine how the rich set of network layer pro-
tocols found in sensornets might be organized rela-
tive to SP. Then, we look at concerns that naturally
cut across layers, using power management as an ex-
ample, to see how SP might allow aspects of these
services that naturally fall into different layers to
cooperate without bypassing it.

4.1 Proposed Decomposition
Figure 1 shows a possible layer decomposition of a

sensor network architecture. SP is the unifying ab-
straction that bridges network and application pro-
tocols to the underlying data link and physical lay-
ers. We anticipate multiple network layer protocols
will reside over SP, with applications selecting spe-
cific ones. Highly specialized applications may em-

body their own protocols. We do not see a fixed
naming mechanism playing a central role, as many
of the most common protocols in sensornets eschew
globally meaningful names, relying on proximity and
physical connectivity to structure the flow of infor-
mation. Based on current protocols and applica-
tions, we see two classes of multihop network layers
over SP: address-free protocols and name-based pro-
tocols. As sensornets mature, time will tell whether
more emerge or consolidation occurs.

4.2 Address-free and Name-based Protocols
Unlike an IP network, which supports a single net-

work addressing scheme and provides mostly a sin-
gle communication abstraction (i.e., unicast), the
sensornet applications developed so far use differ-
ent naming schemes and require various communi-
cation abstractions. A name can have either local
or global scope, and can be used to identify an in-
dividual node, a set of nodes, or a communication
structure such as a tree. From the point of view of a
node, a name represents a handler that can be used
to process an incoming packet and decide on its next
hop.

This variety is one of the main reasons behind our
decision to push the narrow waist below the network
layer. At the same time, the SP layer should present
an interface general enough to support these var-
ious protocols. Trading between the requirements
of these diverse network protocols and the desire to
keep the interface as simple as possible is one of the
main challenges of our architecture. To give a sense
of what are the requirements imposed by these var-
ious network protocols and to illustrate their sheer
diversity, in the remainder of this section we enu-
merate some of them.

Dissemination protocols and algorithms such as
simple floods or Trickle [8] can use only the SP abil-
ity to perform local broadcast as an implicit nam-
ing scheme. This class of protocols is address-free:
although they may include names to refer to data
items – such as a sequence number – they do not
use the concept of a node identifier. As transmit
energy is a large concern, address-free protocols can
elide destinations addresses when the data link layer
allows it. 3

Another important class of network-layer services
provides multi-hop communication based on locally
addressable nodes. An appropriate choice of rout-
ing protocol and associated addressing structure can
enable more efficient communication. Protocols be-
longing to this class include data collection, dissemi-
3For example, 802.15.4 radios have several addressing
modes: 0-byte (address-free), 2-byte, or 8-byte.



nation, aggregation, and point-to-point routing. Key
architectural issues that arise in designing these pro-
tocols include (1) what naming scheme to use, (2)
how a node performs packet forwarding and process-
ing relative to the naming scheme (data path), and
(3) how a node discovers and maintains routing and
processing state (control path).

Protocols such as converge-cast/collection routing,
where nodes send data up a tree to a sink, are an
interesting combination of the two schemes. On one
hand, to a user of the protocol, it can be address-
and name-free: the send is implicitly up the tree.
The protocol is usually implemented, however, with
next hop addressing to specify the path to the root.

In contrast to dissemination and converge-cast pro-
tocols, directed protocols such as geographic [7] or
logical coordinate routing [10,4] have a specified des-
tination. More abstract and flexible naming schemes
such as directed diffusion use data identifiers [6].
Global network names are powerful enough to sup-
port content-based storage within the sensor net-
work, which requires any-to-any routing with low
stretch [12].

Sensornet routing does not generally follow the
Internet’s end-to-end principle [1]. In addition to
packet forwarding, a node along a path can inspect
received data and make local decisions with it, pos-
sibly transforming the data before forwarding it, or
suppressing it. This in-network processing can greatly
reduce communication while keeping higher-level se-
mantic requirements. For example, when collecting
a MAX query over a network (which returns the
maximum sensor reading), nodes need only forward
the highest reading they receive, and can suppress if
they hear higher readings.

4.3 Cross Layer Abstractions
One of the principal challenges to a sensor network

is the defining the interfaces to services that cannot
be effectively encapsulated in a single layer, such
as power management, system management, timing,
discovery, and security. Instead of being fully encap-
sulated at one layer, only visible to the one above
and below, these services need to be accessible to all
of the layers in the system. The design of SP has
two challenges: providing an interface rich enough
for application/SP collaboration, and keeping that
interface platform independent.

As an example, consider a component of power
management such as scheduling when the radio is off,
in a low-power listening state, or fully active. The
relative power costs and transition times between
these states are platform dependent, but must be
exposed in a platform independent way so protocols

remain portable. Conversely, protocols must be able
to provide the radio abstraction with information
about their behavior, so it can manage the energy
consumption of its underlying resources.

Each protocol and data source on a node may
have its own communication frequencies and pat-
terns: the node must be aware of all of them in or-
der to best meet their needs. Encapsulating power
management at a single layer only allows the layer
above to provide information or specify behavior,
but composition of many protocols requires a more
flexible approach. For example, a simple collection
application generates both data messages for a rout-
ing layer as well as control messages for the routing
layer itself. Both the application and protocol need
to be able to inform a node of their needs. Given
these hints, a node can reduce its energy costs, by
scheduling bursts of traffic. However, the interface
needs to be richer than simple hints and queuing;
the stack should inform components when they will
be able to transmit, so those components can gather
data accordingly.

SP must provide platform independent power man-
agement interfaces, but their details and tradeoffs
are very platform dependent. SP must therefore pro-
vide a rich interface to protocols, informing them of
the relative costs. Additionally, protocols need to be
able to give hints or information to SP that allows it
to make node or system-wide resource management
decisions.

5. CONCLUSION
We contend that the main obstacle limiting progress

in sensornet work is the lack of an architecture. A
sensor network architecture would factor out the key
functionalities required by applications and compose
them in a coherent structur, while allowing innova-
tive technologies and applications to evolve indepen-
dently. We argue that the narrow waist of this ar-
chitecture should not be a network layer as in the
current Internet, but a single-hop broadcast with a
rich enough interface to allow multiple network pro-
tocols. This design decision is driven by the fact
that, unlike an IP network, sensornets require a wide
variety of naming schemes and communication ab-
stractions.

However, there are many questions that need to be
answered before such an architecture becomes a re-
ality. Chief among those are the exact interface and
functionality provided by the SP layer, and the in-
teraction between SP and cross-layers such as power
management.
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